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market and be discovered, society lacks an
effective defense to stop it. This is because
algorithmic collusion does not involve the
communications that have been the route
to proving unlawful collusion (as distinguished from instances in which firms’
employees might communicate and then
collude with the assistance of algorithms,
as in a recent case involving poster sellers
on Amazon Marketplace). And even if alternative evidentiary approaches were to arise,
there is no liability unless courts are prepared to conclude that AI has a “mind” or a
“will” or is “conscious,” for otherwise there
can be no “meeting of minds” with algorithmic collusion.
As a result, if algorithmic collusion occurs and is discovered by the authori-

Collusive pricing rules uncovered
After the two algorithms have found their way to collusive prices (“learning phase,” left side), an attempt
to cheat so as to gain market share is simulated by exogenously forcing Firm 1’s algorithm to cut its price
(“punishment phase,” right side). From the “shock” period onward, the algorithm regains control of the pricing.
Firm 1’s deviation is punished by the other algorithm, so firms enter into a price war that lasts for several
periods and then gradually ends as the algorithms return to pricing at a collusive level. For better graphical
representation, the time scales on the right and left sides of the figure are different.
Shock

Collusive price
Firm 1
Firm 2

Price

GRAPHIC: N. CARY/SCIENCE FROM CALVANO ET AL. (8)

A NEW POLICY APPROACH
Algorithmic collusion is as bad as human
collusion. Consumers are harmed by the
higher prices, irrespective of how firms
arrive at charging these prices. However,
should algorithmic collusion emerge in a

“…pricing algorithms
had once been based on
pricing rules set
by programmers but now
often rely on AI systems
that learn autonomously
through active
experimentation.”

ties, currently it cannot be considered a
violation of antitrust or competition law.
Society would then have no recourse and
consumers would be forced to continue
to suffer the harm from algorithmic collusion’s higher prices.
There is an alternative path, which is to
target the collusive pricing rules learned by
the algorithms that result in higher prices
(11). These latent rules of conduct may be
uncovered when they have been adopted by
algorithms. Whereas a court cannot get inside the head of an employee to determine
why prices are what they are, firms’ pricing
algorithms can be audited and tested in
controlled environments. One can then simulate all sorts of possible deviations from
existing prices and observe the algorithms’
reaction in the absence of any confounding
factor. In principle, the latent pricing rules
can thus be identified precisely.
This approach was successfully used by
researchers in (8) to verify that the pricing
algorithms have indeed learned the collusive property of reward (keeping prices high
unless a price cut occurs) and punishment
(through retaliatory price wars should a price
cut occur). To show this, the researchers momentarily overrode the pricing algorithm of
one firm, forcing it to set a lower price. As
soon as the algorithms regained control of
the pricing, they engaged in a temporary
price war, where lower prices were charged
but then gradually returned to the collusive
level. Having learned that undercutting the
other firm’s price brings forth a price war
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sential to the operation of collusive pricing
rules. In order for firms to settle on some
common higher price, firms’ prices must
be observed frequently enough because
sustaining those higher prices requires the
prospect of punishing a firm that deviates
from the collusive agreement. The more
quickly the punishment is meted out, the
less temptation to cheat. Thus, the emergence and persistence of higher prices
through collusion is facilitated by rapid
detection of competitors’ prices, which
is now often possible in online markets.
For example, the prices of products listed
on Amazon may change several times per
day but can be monitored with practically
no delay.
In light of these developments, concerns
regarding the possibility of algorithmic collusion have been raised by government authorities, including the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission (FTC) (6) and the European
Commission (7). These concerns are justified, as enough evidence has accumulated
that autonomous algorithmic collusion is a
real risk.
The evidence is both experimental and
empirical. On the experimental side, recent
research has found the spontaneous emergence of collusion in computer-simulated
markets. In these studies, commonly used
reinforcement-learning algorithms learned
to initiate and sustain collusion in the context of well-accepted economic models of
an industry (8, 9) (see the figure). Collusion
arose with no human intervention other
than instructing the AI-enabled learning algorithm to maximize profit (i.e., algorithms
were not programmed to collude). Although
the extent to which prices were higher in
such virtual markets varied, prices were
almost always substantially above the competitive level.
On the empirical side, a recent study
(10) has provided possible evidence of algorithmic collusion in Germany’s retail
gasoline markets. The delegation of pricing to algorithms was found to be associated with a substantial 20 to 30% increase
in the markup of stations’ prices over cost.
Although the evidence is indirect—because
the authors of the study could not directly
observe the timing of adoption of the pricing algorithms and thus had to infer it from
other data—their findings are consistent
with the results of computer-simulated
market experiments.
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been documented for human collusion in
various markets, but we do not yet know
whether algorithms are capable of learning it. A third property is the asymmetry of
price responses. When firms collude, they
typically respond to a competitor’s price cut
more strongly—as part of a punishment—
than to a price increase. No such asymmetry is to be expected when firms compete.

for the pricing rules that their learning
algorithms adopt (14). Firms may then be
incentivized to prevent collusion by routinely monitoring the output of their learning algorithms.
These are some of the avenues that can
be pursued for preventing and shutting
down algorithmic collusion. There are several obstacles down the road, including the
difficulty of making a collusive property test operational, the lack of transparency and interpretability
of algorithms, and courts’
willingness and ability to
incorporate technical material of this nature. In addition, there is the challenge
of addressing algorithmic
collusion without giving up
the efficiency gains from
pricing algorithms such
as the quicker response to
changing market conditions. As authorities prepare to take action (15), it is vital
that computer scientists, economists, and
legal scholars work together to protect
consumers from the potential harm of
higher prices. j

“Another path is to make firms legally responsible
for the pricing rules that their learning
algorithms adopt. Firms may then be incentivized
to prevent collusion by routinely monitoring
the output of their learning algorithms.”
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The aforementioned properties are
based on economic theory and studies of
human collusion. Learning algorithms
may devise rules of conduct that neither
economists nor managers have imagined
( just as learning algorithms have done, for
instance, in chess). To investigate this possibility, computer scientists might develop
algorithms that explain their own behavior, thereby making the collusive properties more apparent. One way of doing so is
to add a second module to the reinforcement-learning module that maximizes
profits; this second module maps the state
representation of the first one onto a verbal explanation of its strategy (12).
Having uncovered collusive pricing rules,
the third step is to experiment with constraining the learning algorithm to prevent
it from evolving to collusion. Computer scientists are particularly valuable here, given
that they are involved in similar tasks such
as trying to constrain algorithms so that, for
instance, they do not exhibit racial and gender bias (13).
Once the capacities to audit pricing algorithms for collusive properties and to
constrain learning algorithms so that they
do not adopt collusive pricing rules have
been developed, legal scholars are called
upon to use that knowledge for purposes
of prosecution and prevention. One route
is to make certain pricing algorithms unlawful, perhaps under Section 5 of the FTC
Act, which prohibits unfair methods of
competition. In the area of securities law,
the 2017 case U.S. v. Michael Coscia made
illegal the use of certain programmed trading rules and thus provides a legal precedent for prohibiting algorithms. Another
path is to make firms legally responsible
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(with the associated lower profits), the algorithms evolved to maintain high prices (see
the figure).
It may seem paradoxical that collusion
can be identified by the low retaliatory
prices, which could be close to the competitive level, rather than by the high prices
that are the ultimate concern for policy.
But there are two important differences between retaliatory price wars
and healthy competition.
First, in the absence of the
low-price perturbation, the
price war remains hypothetical in that it is a threat that
is not executed. Second,
the price war shown in the
figure is only temporary:
Instead of permanently reverting to the competitive
price level, the algorithms
gradually return to the
pre-shock prices. This is
evidence that the price war is there to support high prices, not to produce low prices.
Focusing on the collusive pricing rules
is the key to identifying, preventing, and
prosecuting algorithmic collusion (see
the table). Policy cannot target the higher
prices directly, nor can it target communications as they may not be present (unlike
with human collusion). But the retaliatory
pricing rules may now be observable, as
firms’ pricing algorithms can be audited
and tested. We therefore propose that antitrust policy shift its focus from communications (with humans) to rules of conduct
(with algorithms).
Making the proposed change operational
involves a broad research program that requires the combined efforts of economists,
computer scientists, and legal scholars. One
strand of this program is a three-step experimental procedure. The first step creates
collusion in the lab for descriptively realistic
models of markets. As the competitive price
would be known by the experimenter, collusion is identified by high prices. Having identified an episode of collusion, the second step
is to perform a post hoc auditing exercise to
uncover the properties of the collusive pricing rules that produced those high prices.
Some progress has been made on the
identification of collusive rules of conduct
adopted by algorithms, but much more
work needs to be done. Economics provides several properties to watch out for.
Of course, there is the retaliatory price
war discussed above, which is what existing research has focused on (8, 9). Another
property is price matching, whereby firms’
prices move in sync: one firm changing
its price and the other firm subsequently
matching that change. Price matching has
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